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QUESTION 1

You have an Azure subscription that contains multiple Azure services. 

You need to send an SMS alert when scheduled maintenance is planned for the Azure services. 

Which two actions should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. Enable Azure Security Center. 

B. Create and configure an Azure Monitor alert rule. 

C. Create an Azure Service Health alert. 

D. Create and configure an action group. 

Correct Answer: CD 

Creating planned maintenance alerts using Azure Service Health 

1. 

Login into the Azure portal and select Service Health. 

2. 

Select Health alerts followed by + Create service health alert from the top of the window on the right. 

3. 

In the Edit Alert blade, give the alert a Name, Description, check the subscription is correct and choose a resource
group. 

4. 

The next step is to work through the Criteria section choosing which services, regions and types of event alerts should
be monitored. For the purpose of this article all services and regions have been checked but only planned maintenance
events. 

5. 

Select or create an Action group. (An Action group is a group of actions to be taken, should an event be logged.) 

6. 

Configure the actions to be taken. We are only configuring an email alert, so we first name the action, then chose
Email/SMS/Push/Voice from the drop down list. 

Note: Azure Service Health can be used to view problems with Azure services that may impact any of your cloud
services. Service Health monitors three types of health event: 

Service issues – Azure services that are currently experiencing problems Planned maintenance – Any known future
maintenance that may affect the availability of your services Health advisories – Changes in services, for example,
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deprecated features or exceeded quota usage. 

Reference: https://www.techkb.onl/azure-using-service-health-to-alert-against-planned-maintenance/ 

 

QUESTION 2

DRAG DROP 

You need to deploy a new project in Azure DevOps that has the following requirements: 

1. 

The lead developer must be able to create repositories, manage permissions, manage policies, and contribute to the
repository. 

2. 

Developers must be able to contribute to the repository and create branches, but NOT bypass policies when pushing
builds. 

3. 

Project managers must only be able to view the repository. 

4. 

The principle of least privilege must be used. 

You create a new Azure DevOps project team for each role. 

To which Azure DevOps groups should you add each team? To answer, drag the appropriate groups to the correct
teams. Each group may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes
or 

scroll to view content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 3

You manage a project by using Azure Board, and you manage the project code by using Azure Repos. 

You have a bug work item that has an ID of 123. 

You need to set the work item state to Resolved. 

What should you add to the commit message? 

A. #123 completes 

B. #123 Resolved 

C. Completed #123 

D. Fixes #123 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: 

Resolve work items on commit 

Close work items by mentioning keywords in commit messages. When you mention a work item in a commit that makes
it to the default branch via one of the supported workflows, we will attempt to resolve that work item. 

Keywords 

The three supported keywords to trigger a resolution mention are fix, fixes, and fixed (case insensitive). Optionally, a
colon can follow the keyword. Most forms of punctuation can precede or proceed the resolution mention, excluding
another 

pound sign (#). 

Examples 

Fixes #123 

This fixed #123! 
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Change behavior to fix: #123 

Fixes #123 and fixes #124 

Reference: 

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/devops/repos/git/resolution-mentions 

 

QUESTION 4

You have multiple teams that work on multiple projects in Azure DevOps. 

You need to plan and manage the consumers and producers for each project. The solution must provide an overview of
all the projects. 

What should you do? 

A. Add a Predecessor or Successor link to the feature or user story for the items of each project. 

B. Add a Parent or Child link to the feature or user story for the items of each project. 

C. Install the Dependency Tracker extension and create dependencies for each project. 

D. Create a custom query to show the consumers and producers and add a widget to a dashboard. 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: 

The Dependency Tracker extension enables management of dependencies across teams, projects, and organizations.
It provides filterable views to show all dependencies a team is consuming and producing. These views allow you to
track 

the state and schedule of dependencies to support you in assessing the risk of dependencies to product deliverables. 

You use the Dependency Tracker to plan dependencies at the beginning of an iteration or release, and to track the
status during development. For any given dependency, there are two parties involved: 

Consumer: Feature team who has a need and starts a request for work 

Producer: Feature team who makes a commitment to deliver work 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/devops/boards/extensions/dependency-tracker?view=azure-devops 

 

QUESTION 5

Your company uses GitHub for source control. The company has a team that performs code reviews. 

You need to automate the assignment of the code reviews. The solution must meet the following requirements: 

Prioritize the assignment of code reviews to team members who have the fewest outstanding assignments. 
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Ensure that each team member performs an equal number of code reviews in any 30-day period. 

Prevent the assignment of code reviews to the team leader. 

Which two actions should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. Clear Never assign certain team members. 

B. Select If assigning team members, don\\'t notify the entire team. 

C. Select Never assign certain team members. 

D. Set Routing algorithm to Round robin. 

E. Set Routing algorithm to Load balance. 

Correct Answer: AE 

A: To always skip certain members of the team, select Never assign certain team members. Then, select one or more
team members you\\'d like to always skip. In this case select the team leader. 

E: The load balance algorithm chooses reviewers based on each member\\'s total number of recent review requests and
considers the number of outstanding reviews for each member. The load balance algorithm tries to ensure that each
team member reviews an equal number of pull requests in any 30 day period. 

Reference: https://docs.github.com/en/organizations/organizing-members-into-teams/managing-code-review-
assignment-for-your-team 
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